The University Honors Program Presents
ALUMNI WEEK
October 7 - 11

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1350A THE GROVE

12:10 PM - Neha Mannikar
Neha, 2018 Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior grad., is a first year medical student at UC Davis, School of Medicine – MD program, received the UHP 2018 Community Service Award.

1:10 PM - Zoë Rossman
Zoë, 2017 Evolution, Ecology, and Biodiversity grad., is an Independent Contract with Madrone Communications, and has published research on elephants and pandas, and just started graduate school at University of New Mexico.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1352 THE GROVE

3: 10 PM - Shayna Doyle
Shayna, 2018 Animal Science grad., is a second-year Veterinary Medicine student at UC Davis, whose UHP signature was titled: Behavioral and Physiological Responses of Stress in Restrained Ewes.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9

11:10 AM - Nick Williams (1350A The Grove)

Nick, 2005 UHP grad., teaches Physics, Engineering, and AVID at San Marin High School (Navato, CA), and received a 2015 Milken Educator Award (an ‘Oscar’ for teaching!).

2:10 PM - Andy Wu (1360 The Grove)

Andy, 2019 Computer Science & Statistics grad., is employed at Apple and lives in Silicon Valley.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1310 THE GROVE

2:10 PM - Gideon Cohn-Postar

Gideon, 2013 History grad., is a PhD candidate at the Northwestern University (Chicago), and recently had a publication in the Chicago Tribune, was a panelist on CSPAN, and is also a baseball enthusiast.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1310 THE GROVE

3:10 PM - William Swain

Will, 2016 Microbiology grad., recently completed Masters in London, and will be starting a graduate PhD program in January, at the University of Wyoming; while an undergrad., was a peer mentor, lab assistant, and more.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1353 THE GROVE

1:10 PM - Casey Crumrine

Casey, 2018 International Relations grad., currently employed at Techtronic Industries in Sacramento, has internship and career opportunities to share.

#UHP50TH